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1. Introduction
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Introduction

• Due to the influence of the standard language on the one
hand and increased (social and geographical) mobility on the
other, Dutch local dialects have become less differentiated and
fused to larger wholes, (supra)regional koinai or ‘regiolects’.

• Janson (1983) writes that ‘for an individual in a situation of
change, perception seems to lag behind production’.
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Questions

• Is the change perceived by the speakers themselves?
If so,

(a) to which extent?
(b) is it socially / linguistically determined?
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2. An Experiment
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Perception experiment

• Speakers of local Dutch dialects listened to recordings of
• their own dialect,
• other local dialects in the same area
• local dialects from another dialect group.
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Stimulus material

• selected from recordings of 81 different local Dutch dialects
(The Netherlands, Flanders);

• identical / highly similar text;

• per dialect: older male speakers and younger female speakers;

• 12 different groups of dialects.
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Procedure (1)

• Each subject hears fragments of speech in 8 different dialects.

• 2 versions of each dialect (for older male and younger female
speaker, respectively).

• The 8 different dialects are:
• the subject’s (i.e. listener’s) own dialect,
• 5 geographically nearest dialects,
• 1 dialect from a neighbouring group,
• 1 dialect from the geographically next group.

• Order of presentation randomized.
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Procedure (2)

• Each fragment consists of 13 sentences; in total less than 40
seconds.

• Total duration: 16 × 40 seconds ≈ 11 minutes
• Per fragment subject (listener) determines whether the dialect

is:

0. identical to own dialect
1. almost identical
2. different, but related
3. strongly different
4. very strongly different
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Subjects (1)

90 males 61 females
average age: 55 years average age: 44 years
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Subjects (2)
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3. Research Questions
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Properly spelled out ...

1. Is the difference in dialect production between younger female
speakers and older male speakers perceived by the listeners?

2. Is the perception of these differences influenced by age and/or
gender of the listeners?

3. Does perception lag behind production?

4. By which linguistic level are the perceptual distances
determined most?
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4. A Provisional Exploration

of the Experimental Data
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Averaged perceptual distances Averaged perceptual distances
among 81 local dialects. among 81 local dialects. Only

distances rated as 0 (equal) or
1 (almost equal) are shown.
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We have to restrict the comparison to the Netherlands. We see that by far most of
the patterns in the left map also occur on the older map. But some patterns do not
and are therefore perhaps new. Examples are those in Holland near Haarlem and also
some patterns in Overijssel and Drenthe.
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5. Addressing the Research questions.

Findings from the statistical analysis
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Statistical analyses (1)

• Ordinal mixed-effects models
function clmm() from the R package ordinal

• Random intercepts:
IDListener, DialectOfListener, DialectOfSpeaker

• No random slopes
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Statistical analyses (2)

• Fixed effects:
• Age of Listener (numerical variable)
• Gender of Listener (male / female)
• Group of Speaker (older male / younger female)
• Heard own recording (yes / no)
• OM lex, YF lex, OM sc, YF sc, OM mor, YF sc,

which are dialectometric measures where:

OM = older male speaker lex = lexical
YF = younger female speaker sc = sound components

mor = morphology
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Statistical analyses (3)

• Dependent variable:
Score (ordinal), where:

0. identical to own dialect
1. almost identical
2. different, but related
3. strongly different
4. very strongly different
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Results (1)

Outcomes of the ordinal mixed-effects regression analyses. All
potential predictors included in the model – suboptimal model:

Estimate Std. Error z value p value
Age of Listener -0.01805 0.09306 -0.194 n.s.
Gender of listener male -0.12531 0.18292 -0.685 n.s.
Group of speaker YF -0.03622 0.08275 -0.438 n.s.
Heard own recording yes 0.51982 0.45774 1.136 n.s.
OM lex -0.37693 0.09833 -3.834 < .001
YF lex -0.19064 0.09862 -1.933 n.s.
OM pho 0.93685 0.14799 6.330 < .001
YF pho 1.06363 0.16309 6.522 < .001
OM mor -0.07670 0.07389 -1.038 n.s.
YF mor 0.26722 0.07932 3.369 < .001
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Results (2)

Outcomes of the ordinal mixed-effects regression analyses –
Optimal model (lowest AIC):

Estimate Std. Error z value p value

OM lex -0.39987 0.09625 -4.154 < .001
YF lex -0.19313 0.09825 -1.966 < .05
OM pho 0.89641 0.14363 6.241 < .001
YF pho 1.08298 0.16242 6.668 < .001
YF mor 0.25438 0.07852 3.240 < .01
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Research question 1

• Is the difference in dialect production between younger female
speakers and older male speakers perceived by the listeners?

• Answer: no, since ‘Group of Speaker’ did not significantly
improve the model (AIC).
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Research question 2

• Is the perception of these differences influenced by age and/or
gender of the listeners?

• Answer: no, neither ‘Age of Listener’ nor ’Gender of Listener’
improved the model significantly (AIC).
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Research question 3

• Does perception lag behind production?

• We studied the individual dialectometric variables as
explanatory factors of the perceptual distances.

• The variables were entered one by one in the mixed-effects
model. Resulting AIC values:

OM YF

lexical 5820 5761
sound components 5428 5393
morphology 5944 5793

• Compare OM versus YF.
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Research question 3

• For all three linguistic levels the YF variables explain the
perceptual distances significantly better than the OM
variables.

• For none of the six models did the age and gender of the
listeners improve the models any further.

• So perception does not lag behind production.
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Research question 4

• By which linguistic level are the perceptual distances
determined most?

• Same AIC values:

OM YF

lexical 5820 5761
sound components 5428 5393
morphology 5944 5793

• Compare morphology versus lexical versus sound components.
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Research question 4

• For both speaker groups and for both the OM variables and
the YF variables we found that

• distances in the sound components explain perceptual
distances better than lexical distances, and

• lexical distances explain perceptual distances better than
morphological distances.
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6. Sizing up
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Sizing up (1)

• online perception experiment; 151 experimental subjects

• most of the perceptual similarities between local dialects were
also found in a study using the results of a 1939 survey, but
some have meanwhile been added;

• the difference in dialect production between younger female
speakers and older male speakers is not perceived as such by
the listeners;
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Sizing up (2)

• the perception of these differences is not influenced by age
and/or gender of the listeners;

• perception does not lag behind production;

• the perceptual distances are determined
phonetical/phonological distances > lexical distances >
morphological distances between dialects
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Thanks!
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